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he Moreau family works 14 hectares of 

vines, mostly in Chassagne-Montrachet, 

with Chardonnay accounting for two-

thirds of their production. Alexandre 

Moreau, who took over vinification 

responsibilities from his father Bernard in 1999 

(his younger brother Benoît is responsible for the 

vineyards), now does an 18-month élevage for his 

wines, racking them from barrels into cuves prior 

to the following harvest for another several months 

of aging. He told me he uses a good percentage of 

lightly toasted new oak and does little lees stirring, 

and that he looks for "ripe but not too ripe fruit," 

preferably in the range of 12.3% to 12.6% 

potential alcohol. 

 

Moreau described 2014 as "a pretty vintage with 

an almost-normal crop level." He compared it to 

1992 in its combination of ripeness and energy. 

"The wines are very clean, with no off aromas," he 

added, "and they have a lot of dry extract." While 

Moreau described the vinifications as simple, a 

couple of the 2014s still had a bit of residual sugar 

at the the time of my visit, and a few of them were 

in the middle of their malolactic fermentations, so 

I will have to follow up on these cuvées next year. 

 

In contrast to 2014, 2013 was "a very complicated 

season," according to Moreau. The wines have 

good acidity but also a bit of botrytis, which has 

given them a bit of "false sweetness," he told me. 

He did not use anti-botrytis sprays because the rot 

arrived so late, so he did a longer débourbage for 

the cuvées where there was botrytis. Moreau noted 

that he was happy when the harvest was over. "We 

had no idea what we had, but the vintage has 

turned out to be a pleasant surprise," he 

summarized. "The wines are rounder than the 

2012s, which were very taut here." 

2014 Domaine Bernard Moreau et Fils   
 

Chassagne-Montrachet  

 

Very expressive aromas and flavors of pear and 

white flowers. At once rich and energetic, with 

lovely fruit sweetness leavened by harmonious 

acidity. The echoing finish shows serious length 

and attractive floral lift. Should make a terrific 

village wine. 89-92   

 

Chassagne-Montrachet Maltroie 1er Cru  

 

(this was sulfured in February following the end of 

the malo, like the village wine): Slightly high-

toned aromas of ripe peach, mirabelle, honey and 

resin. A sweet, honeyed fruit bomb in the mouth, 

with its impression of sucrosité (actually less than 

1.5 grams per liter, according to Moreau) leavened 

by ripe acidity. Boasts excellent definition and lift 

for its ripe fruit and finishes with a spicy nuance.  

90-92  

 

Chassagne-Montrachet Les Chenevottes 1er Cru  

 

Bright pale yellow. Musky aromas of lemon cream 

and nut oil. Less opulent than the 2013, coming 

across as sappier and more mineral than the earlier 

vintage. The wine's sound acidity and considerable 

CO2 make it hard to assess today but the long 

finish suggests that this wine will be a big success.  

91-93 
 

Chassagne-Montrachet Morgeot 1er Cru 

 

Pale, bright yellow. Calcaire-driven aromas of 

grapefruit, pineapple and crushed stone. Densely 

packed and rich, showing a sexy sweetness to its 

complex flavors of apple, pear, white peach and 
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flowers. Stony, saline minerality gives the wine a 

distinctly sappy character and contributes lift to the 

long, fine-grained finish.  92-94 

 

Batard-Montrachet Grand Cru 

 

(tasted from a new barrel that had finished its 

malo): Pale yellow. Very sexy aromas of 

pineapple, nut oil and truffle. Densely packed, fat 

and sweet; at once glyceral and vibrant. Hard to 

assess today with so much new oak character but 

this wine is stuffed with material. 91-94 

 

  

 


